
FOREWORD 

This volume contains the proceedings of the Summer School "MATER/AUX SOUS 
IRRADIATION' held on 16-25 September 1991 in Giens, France. This school brought together 
about 100 participants including a large number of students. 

The main purpose of this school was to provide a state-of-the-art picture in the field of 
radiation damage. It covered various topics extending from theoretical understanding of energy 
deposition and defect creation to industrial and nuclear applications. The courses have been 
grouped into five parts, namely: Historical, Basics, Radiation Sources, Microscopic and 
Macroscopic Effects of Irradiation. Applications. 

We would like to thank both the lecturers and participants for having made the school a 
Lively and enriching meeting. 

This summer school was kindly supported by many outstanding physicists. We are 
grateful for the financial support of the following institutions and industrial partners: The CEA 
(CEREM, Formation permanente, IPSN, ORN, DRECAM), the CNRS (Formation permanente, 
Chimie, IN2P3), the Ministry of "Education Nationale" and also the CNET, EDF, 
FRAMATOME, PHILIPS, SAT, JEOL and the University of Poitiers. 

Last but not least, the kind and efficient help of our secretary Marie-He lene Bizard was 
greatly appreciated by all participants. 
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PREFACE 

J. Grilhe 

This school is part of the tradition of summer schools on Metal Physics organized in France each 
years in recent decades. Their objective is to concentrate on new and developing lines of 
research. Then, why has a summer school on Radiation Defects been developed for 1992 ? 
The reasons are numerous and varied: 

The understanding of the different mechanisms leading to the formation of point or extended 
defects has enjoyed considerable progress in recent years, thanks to the availability of new methods 
of observation, including positrons, high resolution microscopy, tunnelling microscopy, atomic force 
microscopy, etc ... There have also been advances in numeric simulation methods concerning 
stopping range determination and cascade evolution by molecular dynamics and others. 

The field of research has extended notably in scope. The study of radiation effects, confined for 
a long time and for historical reasons to metallic alloys, has broadened to all types of materials such 
as oxides, covalent bonded solids, polymers, biological matter. The nature and the energy of the 
particles employed have also evolved. Some unexpected results occurs in metals irradiated by heavy 
ions at very high energies. Irradiation using clusters containing hundreds of atoms are in their early 
stages, yet are already leading to the discovery of new phenomena. 

Studies carried out on radiation defects have as a principle objective understanding of how to 
avoid damage to materials, particularly protective shields and containers of the reactive components 
of nuclear reactors. With the development of microprocessors, irradiation studies have attained a 
quite new interest. The status of an undesired phenomenon has been replaced to that of a useful tool 
permitting the elaboration of sophisticated devices. Since then, other applications have appeared and 
the utilization of particle beams for the modification or the creation of new and different materials 
has continued to grow. 

The different sections of this book are a reflection of these considerations. The introductory 
chapters review the present status of our understanding of radiation defects in various classes of 
materials. They are followed by deliberate communications concerning the nuclear industry, as well 
as the wide range of utilizations of particle beams in various fields, such as the engineering of 
electronic devices, surface treatments by implantation, polymers reticulation, preservation of foods, 
etc ...... . 

This book ought to be very useful for both inexperienced and accomplished scientists operating 
in radiation fields. 




